The design and analysis of wind turbines are performed using aero-servo-elastic tools that account for the nonlinear coupling between aerodynamics, controls, and structural response. The NREL-developed computer-aided engineering (CAE) tool FAST also resolves the hydrodynamics of fixedbottom structures and floating platforms for offshore wind applications.
INTRODUCTION
Offshore wind power generation can take advantage of a large wind resource with reduced turbulence levels; generally fewer real-estate constraints than on land; and the proximity to major metropolitan load centers [1] . Yet, because of the costs associated with the balance of system (BOS, attributable to higher foundation and installation costs) as well as with operation and maintenance (O&M), presently, electricity from offshore wind is considerably more expensive than its landbased counterpart.
Offshore wind costs may be reduced by providing access to the higher winds flowing over water at transitional depths (30-m to 60-m depth, and 5 nm to 50 nm from shore). Preliminary resource assessments for the United States have shown that the transitional-depth resource for Class 4 wind and above exceeds 600 GW [2] .
Most of the offshore development to date has occurred in Europe, where turbines have primarily been installed in shallow waters (<30 m) and on monopiles. A few wind farms have been sited in transitional waters (e.g., Alpha Ventus, Beatrice, Bard) where either tripods, tripiles, or jackets have been employed as substructures.
Several studies [3, 4] have shown that monopiles become progressively unfeasible for deeper waters and larger turbine sizes (>5 MW). The main obstacle to monopile deployment is the large size needed to guarantee modal performance (e.g. resonance avoidance), which translates into very large structural mass (varying cubically with depth) and expensive or prohibitive manufacturing and installation costs. Lattice structures can deliver needed stiffness by increasing the footprint of the substructure, while balancing manufacturability and material costs.
The analysis of a lattice structure with moment connections is more challenging than that of a monopile. To guarantee both structural integrity and dynamic characteristics suitable to the deployment of a wind turbine, accurate coupled-modeling of wind/wave inflow fields, aerodynamics, hydrodynamics, soilstructure interaction, structural dynamic response, and controls is required.
The National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy, has developed a number of tools that revolve around the main aeroelastic computer-aided-engineering (CAE) tool FAST [5] . FAST is capable of aero-hydro-servo-elastic analysis of land-based and offshore wind turbines. Until recently, FAST was limited to tower/monopile and floating hull configurations. FAST, through a combined modal and multibody dynamics approach, captures many nonlinearities within its structural model for tower and blades. Considerable effort has been put into improving the overall modularity of FAST [6] through a new framework that allows enhanced flexibility and functionality development.
Within this framework, a new module (SubDyn) was developed to address the structural dynamic response of multimember substructures (e.g., jackets and tripods). Additionally, HydroDyn, a module for hydrodynamic loading was upgraded to model the hydrodynamic loading on these kinds of substructures [7] . SubDyn is based on a linear finiteelement model and linear dynamic system reduction, and its fundamental theory and mathematical approach are described in a companion paper [8] . This paper discusses some aspects of the SubDyn development, particularly the assessment of potential structural nonlinearities of offshore wind support structures through the analysis of a few example configurations. This assessment helped decide whether a linear or nonlinear approach would be used in SubDyn.
Nonlinear effects include large displacements, axial shortening due to bending, cross-sectional transverse shear effects, etc. A nonlinear computational analysis of the substructure is highly resource intensive and may not be affordable in preliminary design phases. The certificationdriven design process is, in fact, iterative and extensive, as it must consider a vast set of environmental conditions and operational scenarios. CAE tools such as FAST are required to run swiftly on typical workstations. It is therefore essential to verify the applicability of the linear approach in SubDyn to maintain high fidelity results while allowing for fast and efficient design simulations.
Six case studies were included in this paper: a monopile, a tripod, three jacket configurations, and an all-lattice tower. The various geometries are characterized by different tower-top masses, different loading levels, and different overall lengths. The analyses were carried out in ANSYS (ANSYS ® Structural, Release 14.0), GEBT [9] , and SubDyn.
In this paper, Section 2 provides an overview of the recently developed SubDyn module and a brief description of the method employed by the other codes used to assess nonlinearities of the offshore substructures. Sections 3 and 4 present two reference examples for a monopile and a tripod configuration. Sections 5 through 7 examine nonlinearity effects for jacket/tower configurations for 5-MW, 7-MW, and 10-MW turbines. Section 8 concludes the case studies with an all-lattice support structure for a 5-MW turbine. Conclusions and current and anticipated future research are summarized in Section 9.
OVERVIEW OF THE SUBDYN MODULE AND STRATEGY OF THIS STUDY
SubDyn has been developed within the new FAST modularization framework [6] , which allows for ease of maintainability, upgradability, and interfacing with other functionalities. The module strives to maintain a high degree of flexibility and physical resolution while allowing for the rapid aero-hydro-servo-elastic simulations that are needed in the design process of an offshore wind turbine. This paper only provides a brief introduction of the SubDyn module; more details can be found in [8] .
The module is based on a linear finite-element method (FEM) and a Craig-Bampton dynamic system reduction.
The FEM is built upon a linear beam theory and can make use of multiple element formulations. The user can select EulerBernoulli beam elements, as well as Timoshenko beam elements, either tapered or of constant cross-section. The order of the element representation (shape functions) is either linear or quadratic, and there is ample flexibility in the treatment of cross-sectional stiffness and geometric characteristics.
Given the typical number of joints in an offshore spaceframe structure (e.g., jacket), the number of FEM nodal degrees of freedom (DOFs) can grow rapidly into the hundreds. If more resolution is requested via multiple elements in each member, the number of DOFs can rise into the thousands. In contrast, in the typical FAST combined modal and multibody formulation, the turbine system is represented by about 20 DOFs. For this reason, a reduced finite-element model is sought via the Craig-Bampton method [10] . With this method, the discretized structure is transformed from a set of physical coordinates to a hybrid set of physical coordinates at the boundary (interface), and modal (generalized) coordinates in the interior. By truncating the set of modal solutions to a smaller subset, the number of DOFs is easily reduced to just a few (<10). The reason this is practical is that higher frequency modes have little contribution to the dynamic response to lowfrequency forcing. Similar to land-based turbines, the response of offshore wind turbines can be characterized by the superposition of relatively low frequency modes, because the wave excitation resides at the low end of the dynamic spectrum (<0.3 Hz). The Craig-Bampton reduction, however, can only be applied to a linear system.
Loads are transferred to the substructure via the HydroDyn [7] hydrodynamic module, and through the interface nodes at the base of the tower. In this paper, SubDyn was used to model both the tower and the substructure and their connection (transition piece). Normally, this would not be the case, and the TP and tower would be treated in FAST's structural module ElastoDyn.
The substructure is generally considered clamped at the base nodes (leg feet), but other restraint layouts can be envisaged and implemented via the SubDyn input file. In the future, a soil-pile interaction module will be implemented.
The efficiency of the code is thus somewhat intrinsically maintained via the above described methodology, but the linear beam-element formulation needs to be verified, for nonlinearities may be important in the overall structural response. This study was used to determine whether the linear approach was in fact suitable as a basis for SubDyn.
In the following sections, the results from the SubDyn FEM module (without Craig-Bampton reduction) are compared to analogous data output by GEBT and ANSYS for a few offshore support configurations under different loading scenarios. The intent of this comparison is to verify the applicability of SubDyn and to quantify the nonlinear effects.
GEBT-based on the geometrically exact beam theory (GEBT) of the same name-is developed based on the asymptotically reduced beam theory [11] . It makes use of a mixed variational formulation for the derivation of the equations of motion and can systematically capture all geometrical nonlinearities attainable by the Timoshenko beam model. GEBT can predict linear/nonlinear static/dynamic (both steady state and transient) behavior, as well as eigenfrequencies and mode shapes. It uses the lowest possible shape functions through a mixed formulation, and the element matrices are calculated exactly without numerical integration. The GEBT theory (not the GEBT tool of the same name) is currently being applied to the blade structural dynamics in FAST, where nonlinear effects cannot be disregarded for particularly soft and flexible layouts.
Unfortunately, the authors could not achieve accurate results with GEBT in cases where the transition piece between substructure and tower had to be simulated as a rigid connection. Therefore, those results are not shown in this study.
ANSYS is a commercial FEM package that can account for multiple nonlinearities, including geometrical effects (large deformations), material nonlinear behavior, and stressstiffening effects. We used pipe288 and beam188 elements for straight (e.g. monopile, jacket leg and brace) and tapered (e.g. tower) members respectively, which are quadratic, two-node elements based on Timoshenko beam theory.
The tools' results were compared in terms of calculated mass, eigenfrequencies, and displacements under given turbine thrust loads assumed as applied at the centers of mass of the rotor-nacelle assemblies (RNAs). In this study, the simulations were run in an uncoupled fashion, without direct interaction with aerodynamics, hydrodynamics, and turbine control. Wind loads are normally the primary driving loads for an offshore wind turbine structure [12] , and for the sake of simplicity, we ignored wave loads in this study. In most cases, to allow for a better comparison among the tools' results, weight loading was limited to concentrated forces because GEBT does not include a direct way to account for self-weight. Moreover, for simplicity, the modal analysis ignored any damping in this study.
The thrust loads were varied across ranges determined by the expected values under normal operation and extreme event conditions (lower bounds) up to values that would cause yield of the material in a limited region of the support (upper bounds). Yield strength was assumed at 345 MPa (e.g., ASTM 992 steel), and the material was considered linear elastic, which should apply to most offshore structures. In this way, the nonlinear effects (that are expected to grow with the load magnitude) were assessed up to a reasonable value of the external actions on the structure. Note that a structure may suffer from buckling before this level of loading is reached; therefore, our calculations should encompass the likely expected loading conditions of supports for offshore turbines. Higher stresses would not be experienced by a reasonably designed structure and therefore, higher-than-assumed loads and their associated nonlinearities were ignored in this study.
Future studies will investigate the dynamic response in more detail, including other dynamic nonlinearities, hydrodynamic and inertial loading, and soil-structure interaction.
CASE STUDY I: MONOPILE
The monopile/tower support of this case study was modeled after the OC3 [13] configuration designed for the NREL 5-MW reference turbine [14] and for a 20-m water depth site. Main geometric parameters for this structure are shown in Table 1 . The monopile was assumed clamped at the sea-bed, and as having a deck height of 10 m above mean sea level (MSL), where the tower connected to the substructure. The tower was assumed linearly tapered in diameter and thickness.
The density of the steel was artificially augmented by 8% to 8,500 kg/m 3 to account for secondary steel, appurtenances, and coatings not included in the thickness data. The RNA was modeled as a lumped mass located at 2.34 m above the tower top and rigidly connected vertically above the tower-top cross section. For simplicity, RNA rotational inertia was not included. Figure 1 shows a three-dimensional rendering of this support structure while also showing the Von-Mises stresses as calculated by ANSYS for the larger-thrust static analysis introduced below. A modal and a static analysis were performed to compare natural frequencies and tower deflections via GEBT, ANSYS, and SubDyn. The static analysis was run in both linear and nonlinear mode (except for SubDyn), and for the modal analysis, the effect of axial compression (due to self-weight) on the stiffness and frequency was checked with ANSYS.
For this study, GEBT used 120 beam elements. SubDyn used 120 Timoshenko elements equally subdivided between tower and monopile. ANSYS was initially run with 20 elements for both monopile and tower, and subsequently, with 60 and 100 elements in the tower to assess the effect on the calculated modes. There were no appreciable differences in the first 10 modes with errors less than 10 -4 Hz. GEBT was also run with 30 and 60 elements in the tower portion and differences in calculated eigenfrequencies were on the order of 0.3%. A check was also performed on the support structural mass as calculated by all of the tools. Relative errors were less than 10 -6 (fraction value). There is no direct way to account for self-weight in GEBT and SubDyn during a modal analysis. When run with selfweight enabled, ANSYS showed a sensitivity of the first eigenfrequency to the number of elements of about 0.6% going from 20 to 100 elements in the tower. Overall, a 2% difference between the frequencies calculated with and without compression effects was also noted.
Modal analysis results from SubDyn, ANSYS and GEBT are compared in Table 2 and in graphic format in Figure 2 . There was general agreement in the output of the three software tools, and part of the differences is due to the way the RNA rigid connection is implemented. ANSYS can make use of constraint equations linking DOFs of the nodes of interest, whereas high stiffness/low density beam elements were used in the other tools.
Static analyses were performed under two rotor thrust loads (2,000 and 3,500 kN in magnitude) applied at the assumed RNA center of mass (CM) and directed along the horizontal x-axis. The steady-state thrust at rated power for the NREL 5-MW reference turbine is approximately 850 kN. Beside some level of conservatism, the assumed values of rotor thrust partially accounted for effects such as gusts and dynamic amplification. Additionally, the influence of the RNA selfweight was analyzed by adding a concentrated force (3,500 kN in magnitude) directed vertically downward and applied at the same RNA CM. Table 3 provides results in terms of displacements along the direction of the thrust load as obtained by the software at the RNA CM and at the base of the tower. The same information is provided in graphic format in Figure 3 . Table 3 shows that, when no RNA weight effect is included, the difference in deflections is negligible between the linear and nonlinear approaches. The largest difference in tower-top deflections seen in the ANSYS results amounts to 0.1% under the larger thrust load.
With the RNA weight included, the linear calculations did not show any variations in terms of displacements along the xaxis, as one would expect. The ANSYS nonlinear results, however, showed a 3.5% (3.4%) increase in tower-top deflection when compared to their linear counterparts, under the higher (lower) thrust load. The deflections at the tower base followed a similar trend; when considering the effect of the tower-top weight, tower-base deflections increased by 2.7% and 2.6% for high and low thrust cases respectively. Analogous conclusions can be drawn from the GEBT data. Note that the largest difference in linear versus nonlinear deflections at the structure top is on the order of 10 cm. One more analysis was conducted with ANSYS, where the self-weight of the tower and monopile was also included in a nonlinear static calculation under maximum thrust. Results showed that the tower-top deflection increase with respect to the weightless case rose to about 4% (from 3.5%). Note that this is equivalent to a P-Delta effect commonly investigated in civil structures through second-order analysis. These results indicated that our simplified approach, which only considered the RNA weight action, is applicable to assess nonlinear effects on static deflections for the monopile with negligible loss in accuracy. 
CASE STUDY II: OC3 TRIPOD
The tripod is a hybrid structure between a monopile and a multimember jacket. A central column, similar to a monopile, connects to the tower via a transition piece at its top. At its bottom, the column connects to a space-frame, similar to a jacket, which transfers loads to three foundation piles below via pile-sleeves.
The example we discuss here is based on the OC3 tripod [13] , a structure destined for a 45-m water-depth site, and the NREL 5-MW reference turbine. For the sake of expanding the cases and configurations analyzed, we slightly modified the RNA properties, and the base material density was set as in the previous case study to 8 ,500 kg/m 3 . The main geometric parameters are provided in Table 4 . For simplicity, the transition piece is assumed to be a single member 4.5 m long with constant outer diameter (OD) and tapered thickness. The ~70-m long tower starts at 18 m above MSL and features a tapered OD and thickness. Figure 4 provides a three-dimensional rendering of the tripod and tower layout used in this study while also showing the Von-Mises stress field as calculated by ANSYS for one of the static load cases considered.
SubDyn, ANSYS, and GEBT were utilized to model this case. In the ANSYS discretization, each sub-member was simulated with 10 pipe elements, while the tower was modeled with 20 tapered beam elements; the central column was subdivided in tapered and nontapered segments, each represented by 10 beam elements. SubDyn and GEBT used 60 elements in the tower and 106 elements for the remainder of the structure (or approximately 2 elements per submember). Calculated masses matched pretty closely with a maximum relative difference of 10 -5 among all three models. The derived eigenfrequencies are compared in Table 5 and Figure 5 . ANSYS was also run in pre-stress mode to verify the effect of self-weight of the entire structure. Self-weight caused the first two mode frequencies to decrease by 2% to 3%, whereas modes 5 through 10 (mud-brace modes) showed an increase in frequency. This is likely due to the tension that developed in the mud braces under the weight action of the remainder of the support.
As a general comparison among the tools' results, Table 5 shows excellent agreement between ANSYS and SubDyn; GEBT estimated higher eigenfrequencies by 2% to 3%. The reason for these discrepancies in GEBT was not fully investigated. As in the previous case study, we subjected the structure to two levels of rotor thrust load (2,000 and 4,000 kN) applied at the location of the RNA and directed along the x-axis, parallel to one of the three sides of the tripod base. In Figure 4 , the VonMises stress field exhibits a limited plastic region (stresses higher than 345 MPa) under the higher thrust case. The calculated deflections at tower top and base are given in Table 6 and in graphic format in Figure 6 . There is very good agreement in the results from the various tools, with relative errors among analogous calculations of less than 0.1%.
Static simulations with applied thrust loads were repeated by including the RNA weight as a concentrated force (5, 738 kN) applied at the RNA CM location. Results are also provided in Table 6 .
When the RNA weight is excluded, differences in deflection values between linear and nonlinear cases are negligible (<0.1%). The weight load has no appreciable effect on the linearly computed deflections; however, deflections increased by about 4% (3.5%) at the tower-top (base) when a nonlinear approach was used. These differences amount to about 10 cm at the tower top and 1 cm at the tower base. Figure 5 . Eigenfrequencies as compared in Table 5 , but in graphic format. 
CASE STUDY III: OC4 JACKET
For this example, we analyzed a jacket designed to support the NREL 5-MW reference turbine as used in the OC4 research project [15] . This support layout is designed for systems to be deployed at sites with 50-m water depth. Its main geometric parameters are provided in Table 7 , and more details can be found in [16] . The jacket-tower support structure was modeled in SubDyn and ANSYS. GEBT did not yield reliable results, most likely because of the way the transition piece was modeled. The transition piece was simulated with either a very stiff frame of beams (GEBT and SubDyn) or with perfectly rigid connections (ANSYS). In each model, the transition piece mass was represented by a lumped mass (including rotational inertia) located at the half transition-piece length. GEBT provided spurious results when trying to simulate the rigid connection between tower and jacket, therefore GEBT results for this and other jacket/tower layouts were not included in this paper.
In -4 . Figure 7 provides a general three-dimensional rendering of the structure (the third eigenmode shape is shown in the figure) (the transition piece is not shown). Note that the piles were truncated at the sea-bed, where they were assumed as perfectly clamped. In the original jacket configuration design [15] , the jacket legs were grouted within the piles. We approximated this connection by simplistically increasing the pile wall thickness. Although this approximation artificially raises the overall structural stiffness, a separate ANSYS calculation proved that by ignoring the grout altogether, and considering a simple joint with the leg at the pile head, the conclusions of this study did not change (see columns with asterisks in Table 8 and Table 9 ). Figure 8 provide a comparison between the first 10 natural frequencies as calculated by ANSYS and SubDyn. There is good agreement in the data with relative errors on the order of 0.1% or less, except for mode 5, which is a torsion mode where the discrepancy between the calculated values is on the order of 2%. This may be a result of the different approximations used in the modeling of the transition piece and piles. Also from Table 8 , it can be seen that the selfweight effect reduces the first two eigenfrequencies by 1.5%. The simplified grouting modeling had a 2% to 18% impact on the mode frequencies, with the largest effect on the fifth mode frequency. Nonetheless, the SubDyn model produced very consistent results when compared to ANSYS, even with this geometric configuration. Static analyses were performed under two rotor thrust loading levels: 2,000 and 4,000 kN. Figure 10 shows the calculated Von-Mises stresses under the larger thrust load as computed by ANSYS. These thrust values, as done previously, should encompass the expected range of maximum loading conditions for the turbine support. The thrust vector, applied at the RNA CM, was assumed as being aligned along the diagonal 
SubDyn
ANSYS ANSYS w/ pre-stress ANSYS* ANSYS* w/ pre-stress of the jacket base to simulate a worst-case scenario for the legs and piles. ANSYS was run in both linear and nonlinear mode and tower-top and tower-base deflections are compared to SubDyn's data in Table 9 and Figure 9 .
It can be seen from the table that linearly calculated deflections agree within 0.05% between SubDyn and ANSYS, and that, as expected, the RNA weight does not change those results. With no RNA weight included, the nonlinearities are below 0.1% (relative error in calculated deflections). Under the effect of RNA weight, however, differences are on the order of 3% and 2%, or less than 6 cm and 1 cm at tower top and tower base respectively.
Of note is the role played by the piles and the assumed connection to the legs. When the grouting is ignored, differences in calculated deflections between linear and nonlinear treatments are comparable to those seen with a simplified representation of the grout. Thus, the connection at the base of the jacket between pile and legs may not be critical in terms of nonlinearities. Yet, the soil-pile interaction is nonlinear in nature, and a future soil module to pair with SubDyn will need to account for that. This aspect, however, is beyond the scope of this paper. 
CASE STUDY IV: 7-MW TURBINE JACKET
In this example, we investigated the possible nonlinearities associated with a support for a 7-MW wind turbine with a hubheight of about 100 m. This is a jacket/tower configuration designed for a 40-m water-depth that features four levels of Xbracings in addition to horizontal braces (see also Figure 11 for a three-dimensional rendering of the structure). In contrast to the previous jacket example, the angle between braces and legs changes from bay to bay, and the bay height is kept constant. Other geometric parameters are provided in Table 10 . In this study, the batter is defined as the tangent of the lesser angle between the leg direction and the horizontal in a twodimensional elevation projection. Analogous to the OC4 jacket, the transition piece was assumed to be made of a reinforced concrete block of mass equal to 666 tonnes. The jacket was assumed perfectly clamped at the leg feet on the seabed with mud braces at 4 m above the seabed. As in the previous example, given the difficulties associated with the rigid transition-piece modeling in GEBT, only the results of analyses performed via SubDyn and ANSYS are included. In ANSYS, the tower was simulated with 20 tapered elements, and with10 elements per member in the remainder of the support structure. SubDyn utilized 180 elements in the tower and 242 elements for the jacket members (approximately two elements per member). The relative difference in structural mass as calculated by the two models was within 10 -5 . As in the previous examples, modal analyses were conducted and the obtained first 10 eigenfrequencies are shown in Figure 12 and Table 11 . SubDyn and ANSYS results matched very well (relative errors below 0.6%) when the effect of self-weight was ignored, which amounted to about 2%. Static analyses were performed to assess deflections at the RNA and at the tower base under two levels of rotor thrust loading (2,000 kN and 4,000 kN), and considering the RNAweight effect as a concentrated force along the vertical. The assumed thrust vector and displacements were directed along the diagonal of the jacket base. In Table 12 and Figure 13 SubDyn ANSYS ANSYS w/ pre-stress deflections at tower top and tower base are provided as calculated by the two tools. The linear solutions matched within 1% between ANSYS and SubDyn, and the RNA weight had no appreciable effect on the results (only differences were due to round-off errors). When ANSYS was run in nonlinear mode and with no RNA weight included, maximum relative differences in the deflections with respect to the linear cases amounted to 1% (as in the case of SubDyn). These differences increased to about 2% for tower-base deflections and between 2% to 3% for tower-top deflections when the RNA weight was included. The absolute difference in displacement between the linear and nonlinear approaches was within 6 cm at the tower top and less than 1 cm at the tower base. 
CASE STUDY V: 10-MW TURBINE JACKET
To conclude this gallery of jacket/tower configuration case studies, we investigated a large support structure designed for a 10-MW turbine. Some information on the basic design of this support and turbine attributes can be found in [17] , and main geometric parameters are provided in Table 13 . The jacket is stiffened by four levels of X-bracings, and the interface with the tower occurs at about 16 m above MSL through an all-steel transition piece. The transition piece is envisioned as a stringer-reinforced deck supporting a central cylindrical shell supported by four tubular struts. The piles are intended to be driven through the legs and thus feature a batter angle as well.
This model was examined via ANSYS alone, where five elements per member were used for the jacket, the tower was modeled with 24 tapered elements, and 12 elements were used for the piles. The soil-pile interaction was approximated through nonlinear spring elements implemented through API py relationships [18] at each pile node. The first fourth of the tower was at constant diameter and thickness. SubDyn has not been paired to a soil module yet, and it does not include shell elements to simulate a deck as in the present case. Thus, it was not employed in this example.
Worth noticing is the presence of a horizontal offset for the RNA CM in this case that led to a gravity moment at the tower top. In the other examples in this study, RNA horizontal offsets were ignored. A three-dimensional view of the support is offered in Figure 14 that also shows the equivalent stress field obtained as a result of the static analysis described below. For completeness, the calculated mode frequencies are shown in Figure 15 and Table 14 , and they include the effect of self-weight of the entire structure.
In the static analysis, besides the action of structure selfweight, the support was subjected to a thrust load of 3,400 kN directed along the diagonal of the jacket base and applied at the assumed RNA CM. This loading setup resembled a yaw error situation and produced an additional torsional moment at the tower top, for, as mentioned, the CM was horizontally offset from the tower centerline. The load magnitude was left at one level, associated with the maximum expected thrust accounting for dynamic amplification and gust effects. ANSYS was run in both linear and nonlinear modes, and the results in terms of deflections obtained at the tower top and base are provided in Table 15 and Figure 16 . Relative differences in deflections as obtained through linear and nonlinear simulations amounted to about 5% at the tower top and 2% at the tower base. These differences, when translated to absolute values, amount to 6 cm at the tower top and 1 cm at the tower base. 
CASE STUDY VI: ALL-LATTICE TOWER
Given the constraints on the modal performance of large offshore wind supports, the coupled jacket/tower configuration may not be the most economical, and an all-lattice support structure could be devised. This type of layout would also simplify the design of the transition piece, as the loads to be transferred from the yaw bearing (the bending moment in particular) would be almost one to two orders of magnitude lower than if the transition piece were located at the bottom of the tower. In this example, we simulated a three-legged lattice to support the NREL 5-MW turbine at a 30-m water-depth site consistent with a design proposed in [19] . The hub-height is assumed at 82 m above MSL, and the structure is designed with 10 levels of constant-angle X-bracings, including horizontal braces at every level. Other geometric parameters are given in Table 16 . As done in the previous examples, the steel density was increased (8,500 kg/m 3 ) to account for secondary steel, coating, sacrificial anodes, etc. The structure was assumed clamped at the seabed, and the RNA was located some 2.3 m above the top level of bracing.
Both ANSYS and SubDyn were used to simulate this support. ANSYS used 10 elements per member; SubDyn utilized 376 elements in total, or two per member. The structural mass calculated by the two programs matched very closely with a relative error of about 6 × 10 -5 . In Figure 17 , a three-dimensional view of the structure is provided, which also shows deformed shape and Von-Mises stresses as calculated by ANSYS under one of the static load cases analyzed in this study. The first 10 natural frequencies calculated by the two tools are provided in Table 17 and Figure 18 .
Relative errors in eigenfrequencies are on the order of 1.6%, which is comparable to the effect of self-weight.
A static analysis was performed by assuming the turbine rotor thrust load vector as applied at the RNA CM and directed perpendicularly to one of the three sides. Two magnitudes for this load were considered (2,000 and 3,000 kN), which, as explained in the previous sections, should include the maximum load values to be encountered by this support. This structure is extremely light and likely would need some reinforcement for a realistic application; nonetheless, we still considered a maximum thrust load of 3,000 kN that resulted in a large region of stresses above yield (~345 MPa, see also Figure 17 ). Figure 18 . Graphic comparison of eigenfrequencies as calculated by the various tools for the all-lattice support. Results of the static analysis are given in Table 18 and in graphic format in Figure 19 . Note that similarly to what was done in the previous cases, the weight of the RNA was accounted for via a concentrated downward force of 3,500 kN. The structure self-weight was ignored for simplicity. Excellent agreement is found between the two codes when run in linear mode (0.3% relative errors). Nonlinearities only appear associated with the effect of the RNA weight, or the PDelta effect. A 3% maximum difference in the calculated deflections (or some 5 cm) can be seen under both thrust levels. Figure 19 . Graphic comparison of the deflections calculated at the RNA locations as calculated by SubDyn and ANSYS for the three-legged tower configuration.
CONCLUSIONS
A large portion of offshore wind power costs originate from the turbine support, particularly from the substructure of fixed-bottom configurations. It is crucial to control those costs through innovative and economically efficient designs. The certification-driven design process of a turbine requires sophisticated loads-analysis simulations that encompass a vast set of environmental conditions and operational scenarios. CAE tools, such as the NREL-developed FAST tool, are required to run efficiently on typical workstations to help in the design process while maintaining a high degree of fidelity in the physical representation of the entire system. This study introduced a new module for the aero-hydro-servo-elastic simulation of offshore wind turbines.
SubDyn is a module for the structural dynamics of offshore multimember substructures that makes use of a linear FEM preprocessor and a Craig-Bampton reduction approach, and which is totally integrated within the new FAST modularization framework. While this technique allows FAST/SubDyn to maintain high computational efficiency, one must prove that the neglected nonlinear effects are not important in the simulation of fixed-bottom supports. This study was used to determine whether it was sufficient to base SubDyn on a linear formulation. Nonlinear effects include: large displacements, axial shortening due to bending, cross-sectional transverse shear effects, etc. A nonlinear structural analysis of the substructure is computationally expensive and may not be affordable in preliminary design phases. To examine the importance of modeling these nonlinearities, this paper included a gallery of case studies for various support configurations with different RNA layouts, turbine loads, masses, and expected water depths. Each case was investigated with different numerical tools (SubDyn, GEBT, and ANSYS) and in linear and nonlinear modes. The cross-tool comparison The case studies analyzed in this paper included: a monopile, a tripod, three jacket configurations, and an alllattice tower. Main design and load parameters are given in Table 19 . Overall mass and modal characteristics were compared to verify accuracy with regard to the representation of the geometric models across the various tools. For simplicity, turbine loads were limited to rotor thrust vectors applied at the RNA centers of mass. Different thrust levels were analyzed to assess load-dependence effects. The magnitudes of the load vectors were varied between the maximum expected turbine thrust and an upper bound that would cause stresses above yield limits in a small portion of the support structure. Loads larger than those assumed should not occur in a reasonably designed support, thus their inclusion would artificially exaggerate the importance of nonlinearities. The deflections calculated at the tower top and the tower base (approximate location of the substructure top) were used as metrics to assess the importance of nonlinear effects.
It was observed that, in general, SubDyn agrees very well with ANSYS (run in linear mode) in both calculated modal frequencies and deflections (relative errors on the order of 0.1%). When compared to ANSYS, GEBT showed some larger discrepancies (2% to 3%) with regard to eigenfrequency results. The reason for these discrepancies was not fully investigated. Furthermore, GEBT did not provide accurate results when a transition piece was modeled as a rigid connection between the jacket and tower. In ANSYS, a rigid connection to the tower was realized via constraint equations among the interested nodes. In GEBT and SubDyn, a frame made up of highstiffness beams was employed. GEBT showed a significant sensitivity to this aspect of the model, which was outside the scope of this study.
As expected, the RNA weight and support self-weight (overall axial compression) reduced the first natural frequencies by 2% to 3%. The magnitude of this variation decreased for higher frequency modes. In some cases, the higher eigenmodes (local member modes) exhibited an increase in frequency, likely because of the local tensile stress state that develops due to the overall structural weight action.
Compression effects associated with the RNA weight action on calculated deflections were negligible when a linear approach was used; the noted differences with cases without weight forces were due to numerical round-off errors.
In nonlinear mode, however, the RNA weight contributed to an increase in deflections of about 4% (3%-3.5%) at the tower top (base) under the thrust levels considered. This is analogous to the P-Delta effect used in civil engineering, second-order, static calculations.
In Table 20 , results of this study are summarized in terms of statistics of tower-top deflection relative errors. The outputs of the various tools were compared to those obtained by ANSYS run in nonlinear mode and including the effect of the RNA weight. Although the number of analyzed cases was limited, the configurations differed vastly in geometric layouts, load intensity and paths, as well as sizes, and were thought to encompass most of the expected substructure and support designs for offshore, fixed-bottom wind applications. Therefore, the data were deemed sufficient to reach more general conclusions on the importance of nonlinearities in offshore wind substructures.
It was observed that P-Delta effects are the most important nonlinearities, and that although at tower top a 4% increase in deflection translates into a 10-cm variation, at tower base a 3.5% increase corresponds to less than 1 cm. Effectively, this means that the absolute effects of nonlinearities are mostly associated with the tower, and that the substructure is stiff enough to virtually behave linearly. Although not shown in this paper, similar conclusions can be derived by a cursory analysis of maximum stresses as calculated by ANSYS.
Additionally, variation in load magnitude showed very little effect on these results. Moving from the smaller to the larger thrust loads changed the variation in deflection between linear and nonlinear results by 2% to 5% depending on the case.
These assessments, although based on static simulations, lend confidence in the linear approach selected for SubDyn, and suggest that errors due to the ignored nonlinearities are secondary in the overall accuracy of the FAST simulation output. Furthermore, the most important nonlinear effects were observed within the tower, which is normally modeled by the FAST module ElastoDyn (not by SubDyn) where those nonlinearities are captured. Based on this study's conclusions, SubDyn was deemed an appropriate tool to be utilized within FAST to analyze multimember substructures for offshore wind applications. 
